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Key Takeaways

Impacts on Travel

● Travel was the second fastest growing sector in the world in 2019 due to a rise in the middle class population, 
millennials traveling more than previous generations and a decrease in travel costs

● Covid-19 has added an additional threat to the Travel industry on top of previous threats including economic and 
political woes, hyper-connected travellers and more demanding consumers

● YoY growth in the Travel sector has decreased significantly since the end of January with JAPAC leading the decline 
initially before being surpassed by EMEA

● The decline in EMEA is being lead by Italy which is currently seeing more than a 70% drop YoY

● Air Travel is showing signs of improvement but this latest threat to the Travel industry could be long lasting and 
Brands need to minimize the short term impact and build for the expected post-Covid-19 boom in the Travel sector



Threats to the Travel Industry before Covid-19
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Source: Google: Travel Demand Trends Q1 2020 Worldwide Analysis including Cowen & Company, IATA.org, Forwardkeys and Skift, Visa Openness 
Report 2018 and Google/Bain, Phocuswright and Google/Ipsos 2019 (US, UK, FR, DE, SP, IN, JP), Pwc & Wall Street Journal

1. Economic and political woes - Margins pressure throughout the industry as revenue growth sales and costs increase 
due to trade wars, Brexit and the competitive space due to OTAs

2. Emerging markets - Identify business opportunities and adapt offering/communication to new dynamics in these 
unique markets such as: APAC (+54% of new traveller growth over the next decade will come from APAC)

LATAM (+9.3% of international outbound departures from LATAM in 2018)
Africa (+20% growth in 2018 vs 2016 in freedom to travel across states thanks to Visa policy)

3. Hyper-connected travellers - Online travel sales to be 50% Mobile by 2021 making it imperative to decode customer 
journey and understand and maximize the role of mobile in it

4. More demanding consumers - Meet travelers’ expectations offering more personalized experiences and a sustainable 
offering (71% of travellers believe companies should offer sustainable travel choices) while ensuring data privacy (72% 
of consumers hold businesses, not government, responsible for protecting privacy)



Threats to the Travel Industry because of Covid-19
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Source: “Coronavirus Covid-19: Facts and Insights” by McKinsey, Feb 28, 2020 and IATA, Business Insider, Financial Times March 2020

“Travel restrictions, drop in consumer confidence, 
corporate policies to limit mass gatherings and 
non-essential travel are acutely impacting the 

Travel industry. With the larger, global network at 
risk, it suggests a much broader, more prolonged 

slowdown of the industry. The impact across 
airlines will vary, with smaller airlines with low 

margins and smaller cash reserves most at risk.”

-$29B
Total lose according to IATA in the 

Airline Industry

230
Trade shows have been cancelled 

or postponed

-$6tn
Of wealth erased in the stock 

market due to fears



YoY demand in the Travel & Tourism sector decreases since the last week of January
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Source: Google internal data, updated March 13, 2020
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All regions see YoY decreases with EMEA leading the drop and LATAM suffering the least
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Source: Google internal data, updated March 13, 2020
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Considering the main EMEA markets, all of them have caught up with the drop initially seen in Italy
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Source: Google internal data, updated April 8, 2020
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All sub-industry verticals have leveled off over the past week, reaching a plateau of YoY decline
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Source: Google internal data, updated April 8, 2020
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How long could it be until the Travel Industry recovers?
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Source: Global Wed Index, Earnest Research, March 13, 2020 and “Coronavirus Covid-19: Facts and Insights” by McKinsey, Feb 28, 2020

● The majority of UK Consumers are 
pushing their travel plans at least to 
the next 4-6 months, while being 
aware that they are contingent on 
government restrictions

● The Aviation industry is estimated 
to restart globally in late Q3/early 
Q4 and will be faster for domestic 
travel (~2 quarters) and longer for 
international (~3-4 quarters), with 
potentially further delays based on 
disease evolution

Anticipation of Future Bookings
% of UK internet users that have delayed/cancelled trips that plan to look again in the following timespan

In the next 
month

In 1-3 
months

In 4-6 
months

In 7-9 
months

In 10-12 
months

A year or 
more

Whenever 
restrictions 
are lifted

 4              20                                 28                         9            10           9              12

*9% of respondents answered “I don’t know”



What can be expected as the Covid-19 spread slows?
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Source: Global Wed Index, Travel in the Time of Coronavirus, March 13, 2020

● With so much uncertainty around 
travel restrictions, many consumers 
have chosen to save their 2020 
holiday funds (at least in the short 
term)

● Once restrictions are lifted, Brands 
will need to work harder than 
before to convince consumers to 
open their savings back up to travel 
and go on vacation

Consumers saving their 2020 vacation funds
% of US/UK internet users that have delayed/cancelled trips who plan to do the following with the money

43

33

25

14

12

10

10

Save it

Re-book my vacation to another date

Spend it on other purchases

Spend it on a vacation in my own country (“staycation”)

Spend it on a spa day

I haven’t decided yet

Spend it on day trips



Previous cases show that demand and consumer confidence rebound quickly once an outbreak stabilizes
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Source: IATA, CDC, Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research and STB Annual Report, Goldman Sachs Research Report

“Singapore’s tourism sector performed well in 2004, 
welcoming a record 8.3 million visitors and close to 10 
billion in tourism receipts. The results surpassed the 

targets set for the year and restored the tourism 
performance to pre-SARS levels. That this performance
was achieved on the back of the year where the industry 

was struck by the SARS crisis made the achievement even 
more remarkable. It demonstrates the resilience of 

Singapore’s tourism industry.”

STB’s historical experience during SARSQuick rebound in Global RPK following H1N1 (swine flu)

Simon Israel, STB Chairman (2004)



How can we minimize the impact in the short term?
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● Protect your brand by continuing with Brand PPC campaigns overlaid with an exhaustive negative KW list around the 
virus and blocking websites that surround news about the crisis

● Explore areas of growth by considering local opportunities as people might be more open to domestic travel, save 
audiences that have cancelled to re-target them when the crisis has passed and find markets or routes that are still 
increasing in demand

● Adjust offering and communication to build brand trust by offering help in destinations where there have been cases 
with hotlines and offering easy change and cancellation options, even partnering with insurers to push demand 

● Maximize owned marketing channels to convey the Brand’s positioning during the crisis, to mitigate any consumer 
backlash swiftly and to capture any sales interest while paid media activity is heavily reduced

● Content thought-starters to give consumers something to look forward to: destination guides, road trip plans, or 
holiday preparation checklists are still useful and inspiring

● Build for the future by auditing and fine tuning all accounts and campaigns while paused ready for optimal 
performance when the Travel industry begins to pick up again

Source: Google: Travel Demand Trends Q1 2020 Worldwide Analysis



How can we minimize the impact in the short term?
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Source: marketing.twitter.com/na/en/insights/brand-communications-in-times-of-crisis

● Adjust offering and communication to build brand trust by offering help in destinations where there have been cases 
with hotlines and offering easy change and cancellation options, even partnering with insurers to push demand
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